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Dear Professor Baruchello, I thank you for your articulate review, yet permit me to specify some
points with which I disagree.

As is written in the foreword, what the book offers is, immediately, an overview on the current
status of the moral and political philosophical debate (each chapter is a sort of piece of this
mosaic). But reading deeply the book is possible to find, as is normal, a fil rouge, a background
thesis, that runs through all the chapters: an attempt to define in a critical way the moral and
political framework of the current society, trying to delineate alternatives in the way in which we
intend our aggregative forms – especially starting from the idea and the practice of democracy,
nowadays reduced into formal mechanisms –, and possible escape lines.

As for the quoted authors, as ever happens in the essays, I made a selection – it’s strange
having to specifying this. And so, I chose the authors that, for me, are fundamentals and those
that are secondary, in the economy of my speech, deepening the first – and the same with the
arguments, some are main themes same are collateral analyses for me. And so, I criticized the
authors with which I disagree, specifying why – without obscure them from the philosophical
scene, for their impact on that –, and I used quotations with which agree, specifying the source
– for not assign to me those ideas – but declining them in the economy of my personal speech.
And about some mentioned contents of my discourse, I would like to clarify in short at least two
important issues. First, Arendt and Jonas sit well together for me because in Arendt is possible
to find an indirect but very cogent critique to the naive and dangerous stances of Jonas: the
sacralization of biological life, the mythologizing and the normative use of the nature, is at the
ground of the Nazi ideology, as Arendt shows speaking about the modern triumph of the
anthropological figure of the animal laborans, emblematically represented by Eichmann.
Second, to affirm that the Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 is universal, modern and
Western, is not a disclaimer of its advancements – why should it be so is not clear for me – but
is a reasoning on another level than that of the socio-political decisions: that of the conceptual
background of our society – that contains also its advancements. This critical view is extremely
important because permit us to intend our society – and its advancements – not as the only one
possible society – like for example in the Eurocentrism or now, we can say, in the
“Westerncentrism” – but as a possible society; avoiding so also the theoretical
“Westerncentrism” that is given in the reading of authors that are not modern and/or Western
with the eyes of a modern and Western person – e.g. the sui generis Popperian reading of
Plato, Hegel and Marx.
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For me too the book would have benefitted from an analytical index and a bibliography, it is a
pity that the publisher has not made, however, as is written in the premise, the footnotes are
enriched with the necessary bibliographic details.
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